
Lesson: Revising Sentences

Lesson Topic: Reduce Sentences by Removing Unnecessary Words

Select the answer choice that most effectively revises the sentence below.

Many people who were experts in the field and had done a lot of research on the topic said that the old ruins were most likely a burial site

many thousands of years ago.

Many people think that those old ruins are a burial site that is thousands of years old.

Many people who did a lot of research on the topic, also known as experts in the field, believed that the ruins were an

old site for burying the dead.

Many experts believe that the ruins were an ancient burial site.

Many experts do a lot of research on one topic, and they think that old ruins are burial sites from a long time ago.

Question 1:

Select the answer choice that most effectively revises the sentence below.

The trivia game questions got harder and harder as the competition kept going and people were eliminated.

The trivia competition got progressively harder as people were eliminated.

The questions in the trivia game got so very hard as time passed and so many people were eliminated.

The trivia game questions were not hard at first, but then they got harder, and more and more people were eliminated.

The questions were hard, and people were eliminated.

Question 2:

Select the answer choice that most effectively revises the sentence below.

The vacuum cleaner was a robot, and it cleaned the floors without a person having to push it, so it was very convenient.

The robotic vacuum conveniently cleaned the floors by itself.

The vacuum cleaner was a robot, and it conveniently cleaned the floors without a person having to push it.

The convenient vacuum that was a robot moved by itself to clean the floors.

The robotic vacuum did not need to be pushed by a person, and that was very convenient.

Question 3:

Select the answer choice that most effectively revises the sentence below.

The storm was very big, the thunder was very loud, the lightning was very bright, and the rainfall was very hard on the roof, all of which made

the cat very scared.

The big storm will scare the cat.

The huge storm caused really loud thunder, blinding lightning, and loud heavy rainfall that, all combined, made the cat

feel terrified.

Question 4:



There was a great big storm, complete with loud thunder, bright lightning, and rainfall drumming on the roof, and it made

the cat very scared.

During the large storm, thunder boomed, lightning flashed, and rain pounded on the roof, terrifying the cat.

Select the answer choice that most effectively revises the sentence below.

The broom and the mop are two pieces of cleaning equipment that are kept tucked away in the laundry room of the house.

All of the cleaning equipment is kept tucked away in part of the house.

The mop and the broom hid from view, tucked away in the laundry room.

Some cleaning equipment is kept tucked away in part of the house.

The broom and the mop are kept in the laundry room.

Question 5:



Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences with the Same Subject

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

The trash bag was full. It needed to be replaced.

The full trash bag, it needed to be replaced.

The trash bag was full and needed to be replaced.

It needed to be replaced, the full trash bag.

The trash bag was full, it needed to be replaced.

Question 1:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Some ducks swim on the pond. They dive underwater for food.

On the pond and underwater, some ducks swim and dive.

Some ducks swim on the pond and dive underwater for food.

Some ducks are swimming on the pond and then they dive underwater for food.

Some ducks, diving underwater for food, swimming on the pond.

Question 2:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

The movie was about robots. It starred my favorite actor.

The movie was about robots and it starred my favorite actor.

The movie, about robots, starred my favorite actor.

The movie was about robots and starred my favorite actor.

The movie that was about robots starring my favorite actor.

Question 3:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

A fire started in the kitchen. Then it moved to the dining room.

The fire moved to the dining room, from starting in the kitchen.

In the kitchen the fire started and then it moved to the dining room.

The fire, in the kitchen, moved to the dining room.

A fire started in the kitchen and moved to the dining room.

Question 4:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Question 5:



Ladybugs are red. They eat aphids.

Ladybugs, eating aphids, are red.

Ladybugs are red and eat aphids.

Ladybugs are red and they eat aphids.

Red ladybugs, eating aphids.



Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences with the Same Predicate

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Preston loves to go down the slide. Alister also loves to go down the slide.

Preston loves to go down the slide, Alister loves to go down the slide.

Preston and Alister, love to go down the slide.

Preston or Alister loves to go down the slide.

Preston and Alister love to go down the slide.

Question 1:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

The robin tweeted a song. The jay tweeted a song.

The robin tweeted a song, the jay tweeted a song.

The robin or the jay tweeted a song.

The robin tweeted a song and the jay tweeted a song.

The robin and the jay tweeted songs.

Question 2:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

The sprinklers could water the plants. The hose could water the plants instead.

Neither the sprinklers nor the hose could water the plants.

The sprinklers and the hose could water the plants instead.

The sprinklers or the hose could water the plants.

The sprinklers, the hose could water the plants.

Question 3:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Her kite looks like an airplane. That cloud looks like an airplane.

Her kite and that cloud look like airplanes.

Her kite looks like that cloud that looks like an airplane.

Her kite looks like an airplane or that cloud looks like an airplane.

Her kite and that cloud looks like an airplane.

Question 4:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Question 5:



The park is not too far away. The lake is not too far away.

Not the park, not the lake, is too far away.

The park and the lake are too far away.

The park, not the lake, is too far away.

Neither the park nor the lake is too far away.



Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences Using Coordinating Conjunctions

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Eve could keep playing the video game. She could give Nate a turn.

Eve could keep playing the video game, she could give Nate a turn.

Eve could keep playing the video game or she could give Nate a turn.

Eve could keep playing the video game, or give Nate a turn.

Eve could keep playing the video game, or she could give Nate a turn.

Question 1:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Terence had a party yesterday. It was his birthday.

Terence had a party yesterday, it was his birthday.

Terence had a party yesterday and it was his birthday.

Terence, it was his birthday, so he had a party, yesterday.

Terence had a party yesterday, for it was his birthday.

Question 2:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Moira fell out of bed. She was rolling around too much.

Moira fell out of bed, she was rolling around too much.

Moira fell out of bed, for she was rolling around too much.

Moira fell out of bed, and was rolling around too much.

Moira fell out of bed for she was rolling around too much.

Question 3:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Tuesday is a slow day for that restaurant. It adopted a "kids eat free" day.

Tuesday is a slow day for the restaurant, it adopted a "kids eat free" day.

Tuesday is a slow day for the restaurant so adopted a "kids eat free" day.

Tuesday is a slow day for that restaurant but it adopted a "kids eat free" day.

Tuesday is a slow day for that restaurant, so it adopted a "kids eat free" day.

Question 4:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Question 5:



Hannah could not find her keys. She could not leave without them.

Hannah could not find her keys, and could not leave without them.

Hannah could not find her keys, or she could not leave without them.

Hannah could not find her keys, nor could she leave without them.

Hannah could not find her keys, she could not leave without them.



Lesson: Lesson Test: Revising Sentences

Lesson Topic: Reduce Sentences by Removing Unnecessary Words

Select the answer choice that most effectively revises the sentence below.

The cars went so very fast around and around and around the racetrack, and each person driving a car wanted very badly to win.

The cars zoomed around the racetrack, each driver desperate to win.

The cars went very fast in laps around the racetrack, and everyone really wanted to win.

The drivers drove their cars in very fast circles and wanted to win so badly.

The cars are speeding around the racetrack, and all the drivers think they will win.

Question 1:

Select the answer choice that most effectively revises the sentence below.

Auntie told me that I needed to clean my entire room from top to bottom—the floors, the bed, the shelves, the dresser, the closet, everything

—before we could go to the park around the corner.

Auntie ordered me to clean every single surface in my room or we would never go to the park.

Auntie tells me to clean every surface of my room all the time, but I do not want to, but I do want to go to the park around

the corner.

Auntie told me that I must thoroughly clean my entire room before we could go to the park.

Auntie told me to clean the floors, the bed, the shelves, the dresser, and the closet in my room so that we could go to the

park.

Question 2:



Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences with the Same Subject

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

The family will visit the zoo. They might swim at the beach instead.

The family will visit the beach or swim at the zoo.

The family will visit the zoo and they might swim at the beach.

The family will swim at the beach instead of visiting the zoo.

The family will visit the zoo or swim at the beach.

Question 1:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

The baby woke up at eight. Then, he ate breakfast.

The baby woke up at eight and ate breakfast.

The baby, waking up at eight, ate breakfast.

After the baby woke up, he ate breakfast at eight.

The baby woke up at eight so he ate breakfast.

Question 2:



Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences with the Same Predicate

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

Trisha types on her computer. Chrissy types on her computer.

Trisha and Chrissy type on her computer.

Trisha and Chrissy type on their computers.

Trisha and Chrissy types on her computer.

Trisha types on her computer and so Chrissy does too.

Question 1:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

The dog runs across the yard. Carmen runs across the yard.

Carmen or the dog runs across the yard.

Carmen runs across the yard and the dog runs across the yard.

Carmen and the dog run across the yard.

Carmen, the dog, runs across the yard.

Question 2:



Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences Using Coordinating Conjunctions

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

The telephone poles are tall. The electrical towers are taller.

The telephone poles are tall, but the electrical towers are taller.

The telephone poles and the electrical towers are tall.

The telephone poles are tall, the electrical towers are taller.

The telephone poles are tall and the electrical towers are taller.

Question 1:

Which answer choice correctly combines the two sentences below?

She thought the living room looked dull. She painted it red.

She thought the living room looked dull, so painted it red.

She thought the living room looked dull but she painted it red.

She thought the living room looked dull, so she painted it red.

She thought the living room looked dull, she painted it red.

Question 2:



Lesson: Context Clues

Lesson Topic: Use Comparison Clues to Interpret New Words

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Anna will assimilate the information from her history book, just like a sponge in water.

ignore

explain

take in

write down

Question 1:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

There were so many tomes in his house that it was as if he lived in a library.

graves

books

quiet students

computers

Question 2:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The mice were a bane to the family, as though an evil witch had put a spell on their home.

confusion

expectation

curse

disease

Question 3:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The reports that a movie star had moved to my town turned out to be as much of a hoax as the rumors that Bigfoot had been sighted.

a false story

an accurate guess

an exciting piece of news

a temporary situation

Question 4:

Question 5:



What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Timothy's movements were bellicose, like the motions of a boxer moving around the ring.

fast

annoying

aggressive

elegant



Lesson Topic: Use Contrast Clues to Interpret New Words

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Stan usually cannot stop moving, but he becomes inert when asked to do chores.

still

energetic

angry

helpful

Question 1:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Jazmin was usually jovial, except when her favorite lunchbox went missing.

confused

hungry

sorrowful

happy

Question 2:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Josephina thought there was going to be a meager dinner, but she was served a feast.

delicious

large

healthy

small

Question 3:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

One actor studied his lines for hours, but his friend preferred to improvise everything he said.

learn

make up

shout

gain

Question 4:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Question 5:



The teacher selected two students to help. One was a student waving her hand in the air, but the other was a reluctant student.

eager

upset

unwilling

unkind



Lesson Topic: Use Cause and Effect Clues to Interpret New Words

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The opaque fog made it impossible for Helen to see her hand in front of her face.

not visible

illness-causing

thin or fragile

blocking light or vision

Question 1:

What does the phrase in bold most likely mean?

At the job Spencer started in January, he earns two days of vacation time every month. He will be eligible for at least a week's vacation by

summertime.

qualified for

wanting to take

not allowed to take

required to take

Question 2:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The queen gave her advisor so much sway over her decisions that he was really the person in charge.

trouble

confusion

authority

explanation

Question 3:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The juggler was inept, so no one wanted to hire him.

unskilled

tall

professional

silly

Question 4:

Question 5:



What does the word in bold most likely mean?

They had to find refuge in a building to escape from the sudden thunderstorm.

a dangerous place

a safe place

an interesting place

a place with a good view



Lesson Topic: Use Context Clues to Determine the Meaning of a Word

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Mr. Yang always gave sage advice to his children, so they felt confident about following it.

wise

lots of

different

effortless

Question 1:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The old video rental stores were supplanted by online movie rental services, which took away the old stores' customers.

joined

replaced

created

attacked

Question 2:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Jacqueline's actions were always arbitrary, so it was difficult to predict what she would do.

without reason

not legal

dependable

intelligent

Question 3:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

There was an unbelievable conflagration in the woods, like the time ten years before when half of the forest burned down.

a large meadow

a campsite

an earthquake

a large fire

Question 4:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Question 5:



When Ronald stayed by Shawna's side through the difficulty, she thanked him for his fidelity.

promise

words

flexibility

loyalty



Lesson: Lesson Test: Context Clues

Lesson Topic: Use Comparison Clues to Interpret New Words

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The movie had many interesting characters, but the antagonist reminded Jim of the wolf in "Little Red Riding Hood."

hero

setting

sidekick

villain

Question 1:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The directions befuddled Frances, as though they were written in gibberish.

helped

confused

taught

hurt

Question 2:



Lesson Topic: Use Contrast Clues to Interpret New Words

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Unlike Marissa, who could find little good to say about the experiments, Monica extolled them at every opportunity.

felt uncertain about

pretended to ignore

did not know about

praised highly

Question 1:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Alex tries to conserve water, as opposed to his sister, who leaves the sink running all day.

use

save

drink

waste

Question 2:



Lesson Topic: Use Cause and Effect Clues to Interpret New Words

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The dog appeared intimidating, so the delivery person ran from it.

harmed

friendly

frightening

sleepy

Question 1:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Because Jamal took some good medicine, his cold symptoms began to ebb.

reduce

appear

worsen

multiply

Question 2:



Lesson Topic: Use Context Clues to Determine the Meaning of a Word

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

The slipshod diorama did not impress the teacher since she had specifically told the students to do a tidy job.

massive

sloppy

fantastic

finished

Question 1:

What does the word in bold most likely mean?

Monica really wanted to replace her cumbersome purse with something smaller and more convenient.

expensive

cheap

bulky

broken

Question 2:



Correct Answers

Lesson: Revising Sentences

Lesson Topic: Reduce Sentences by Removing Unnecessary Words

Question 1:
Many experts believe that the ruins were an ancient burial site.

Question 2:
The trivia competition got progressively harder as people were eliminated.

Question 3:
The robotic vacuum conveniently cleaned the floors by itself.

Question 4:
During the large storm, thunder boomed, lightning flashed, and rain pounded on the roof, terrifying the cat.

Question 5:
The broom and the mop are kept in the laundry room.

Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences with the Same Subject

Question 1:
The trash bag was full and needed to be replaced.

Question 2:
Some ducks swim on the pond and dive underwater for food.

Question 3:
The movie was about robots and starred my favorite actor.

Question 4:
A fire started in the kitchen and moved to the dining room.

Question 5:
Ladybugs are red and eat aphids.

Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences with the Same Predicate

Question 1:
Preston and Alister love to go down the slide.

Question 2:
The robin and the jay tweeted songs.

Question 3:
The sprinklers or the hose could water the plants.

Question 4:
Her kite and that cloud look like airplanes.

Question 5:
Neither the park nor the lake is too far away.

Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences Using Coordinating Conjunctions

Question 1:
Eve could keep playing the video game, or she could give Nate a turn.

Question 2:
Terence had a party yesterday, for it was his birthday.

Question 3:
Moira fell out of bed, for she was rolling around too much.

Question 4:
Tuesday is a slow day for that restaurant, so it adopted a "kids eat free" day.

Question 5:
Hannah could not find her keys, nor could she leave without them.

Lesson: Lesson Test: Revising Sentences

Lesson Topic: Reduce Sentences by Removing Unnecessary Words

Question 1:
The cars zoomed around the racetrack, each driver desperate to win.

Question 2:
Auntie told me that I must thoroughly clean my entire room before we could go to the park.

Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences with the Same Subject

Question 1:
The family will visit the zoo or swim at the beach.



Question 2:
The baby woke up at eight and ate breakfast.

Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences with the Same Predicate

Question 1:
Trisha and Chrissy type on their computers.

Question 2:
Carmen and the dog run across the yard.

Lesson Topic: Combine Two Sentences Using Coordinating Conjunctions

Question 1:
The telephone poles are tall, but the electrical towers are taller.

Question 2:
She thought the living room looked dull, so she painted it red.

Lesson: Context Clues

Lesson Topic: Use Comparison Clues to Interpret New Words

Question 1:
take in

Question 2:
books

Question 3:
curse

Question 4:
a false story

Question 5:
aggressive

Lesson Topic: Use Contrast Clues to Interpret New Words

Question 1:
still

Question 2:
happy

Question 3:
small

Question 4:
make up

Question 5:
unwilling

Lesson Topic: Use Cause and Effect Clues to Interpret New Words

Question 1:
blocking light or vision

Question 2:
qualified for

Question 3:
authority

Question 4:
unskilled

Question 5:
a safe place

Lesson Topic: Use Context Clues to Determine the Meaning of a Word

Question 1:
wise

Question 2:
replaced

Question 3:
without reason

Question 4:
a large fire

Question 5:
loyalty



Lesson: Lesson Test: Context Clues

Lesson Topic: Use Comparison Clues to Interpret New Words

Question 1:
villain

Question 2:
confused

Lesson Topic: Use Contrast Clues to Interpret New Words

Question 1:
praised highly

Question 2:
save

Lesson Topic: Use Cause and Effect Clues to Interpret New Words

Question 1:
frightening

Question 2:
reduce

Lesson Topic: Use Context Clues to Determine the Meaning of a Word

Question 1:
sloppy

Question 2:
bulky


